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About This Game

You wake up on your bed, You hear your phone ring but you let it go to voicemail. It’s your sister - she seems worried and
reminds you of an appointment you have with somebody, before she rushes on with her busy day. You walk out of your room
and just like that, you are no more in your house. You explore the strange place a bit and find yourself standing by a view that

takes your breath away. You see a lush forest, lit up by thousands of fireflies.

Suddenly, All you want to do is get there. Your journey to the Fireflies forest begins.

Fireflies is a First Person Psychological Adventure. The core mechanics revolves around exploration, survival from the enemy
and a bit of puzzle solving elements added to it.

You open drawers, doors, inspect objects, unravel the mysteries of the unknown, meet interesting characters, get chased by an
even more interesting character, fight, run and hide. Your aim is to get to the fireflies forest and you shall.

Gameplay :

Narrative driven gameplay. Game contains three levels, each with its own style and everything tied to the overall story.

Based on an interactive world around you. Open doors, drawers, cupboards. Inspect objects to unravel the mysteries of
the world.
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An intense combat system where the player faces an over-powered enemy. Player has a weapon made available, using
which the enemy can be slowed down. Eventually, the
  player needs to run/hide from the enemy rather than facing him head on.

An immersive beautiful environment with a lot of details that add to the overall game experience.
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Title: Fireflies
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Sourabh P Hamigi
Publisher:
Sourabh P Hamigi
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 bit or above

Processor: 1.80GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with 512MB of VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Short fun game. I like the scoring at the end and the easter eggs which made me want to search the entire building.. Pathetic
clone of Boom Beach which is developed by Supercell and available on Google Play and that crappy i-Puke store.. I thought I
bought hack slash/beat 'em up game. Not a platform game or other ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. With all positives of this game, the time
limited missions completely ruin impression from the game. Worst part of it, it is necessary to keep because this unwanted
feature is cheap way to keep difficulty increase from mission to mission. And without it, all difficulty balance would collapse.

Sad, the game would be a nice indie game from very rare niche what connecting sexy female characters and funny beat 'em up...
smash.

For me time limited missions is feature what alone make disqualification for this game. So I give negative. But that is only rly
bad thing about this game, so if someone doe snot care about it then then this comment should be ignored.. I did not enjoy this
game at all. Maybe it gets better later but the dialogue is terrible (maybe english isnt their first language). The combat isnt fun
IMO and i just cant bring myself to enjoy this. I dont really have anything bad to say about this game other than the dialogue but
i just cant recommend this to my friends.. FIRST OFF
UR CAMERA ANGLES ARE LIKE TRYING TO SEE OUT OF A
DONKEYS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665SECOND
IT ENDS AFTER LIKE -3 LEVELS
TERRIBLE
. i very much enjoy this game. The biggest complaint i have is the a.i. is wonky. that wouldnt really be a problem if more people
played multiplayer. also i would like to see mabye a difficulty selector of somesorts, to make the game more difficult as it is
easy to attack and defend on a single player game.. A big improvement over the first one, but the game lacks decent resolution
controls.

Good music, voice acting, puzzles and scenes. The story is a bit awkward, I never got the idea that the mirror was an evil
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ in the first one.. No Spoiler Review + Let's Playability Rating:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5VkBzOUERD8

3-18-16 \\ ( TL;DR: Good indie horror fun, the atmosphere and jumpscares are decent. Lots of improvement to be made! )

Recommended? Yes. This game is already robust for an indie early access, it plays well, the surroundings feel good, there's a
lot to explore already.

Graphics & Ambience: The graphics are definitely up to par. I like the way that everything that's already there has details.

Gameplay: There's still some work to be done on this aspect. I thought the F key wasn't a logical key to put a "grab" mechanic
on and it confused me a couple of times. The 1-4 keys or mouse to scroll through them also didn't feel quite right because there
was no feedback; there was either a tool or no tool and nothing else to tell you what you had in your inventory (not that I could
find). I would love if there was a tiny blinking thing for it or a small HUD part.

Spoopfactor: This game might not scare the horror/thriller pros, but beware those extremely faint of heart.

Let's Playability: ★★★★☆ Medium to low difficulty. This game has its own voice acting, which is nice. It'll be very funny for
your viewers if you are actually scared like I was. I don't take suspense too well, haha. People love watching other people play
scary games so they don't have to, you just have to know what to say since it can take a while before anything happens and this
game does do horror clichés. If you play indie horror a lot or you're looking into getting one of those games, this might be
something for you.
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Cons: The health mechanic is a little out of wack maybe, you get hurt too quickly and too much. The jumpscares are simple
frames, I feel that this can be much better.

Trivia: This is the same dev that made Gynophobia, cool right? :)

**Key was provided by an independent party to play the game. I was not instructed to endorse this product apart from my
honest opinion.. I don't have many hours on steam yet, not on Nether Resurrected because 90% of my gametime was on the
original nether client.

This is exactly like earlier Nether, but now it's owned by Fredaikis.

The game has already died twice, but I choose to recommend this because the game does have a HUGE potential and until now
the new devs have been incredibly active with updates so if they're able to keep it up, I'm optimistic there's a chance.

I find the game extremely enjoyable, because it's very unique in a way. It gives off a really dark atmosphere, while also offering
tons of fast paced play. And in the start the game will seem like a struggle, but as soon as you start getting kills, the game feels
quite rewarding.
Tho, there's still lots of bugs. Some small, some big, but again, they seem to be actively updating.
Also Id like to mention that this game is heavily focused on PvP where most people, me included, shoot on sight. You might
want to kill some monsters for items, but there's sadly not enough content for people to really focus on it. Players are what's
valuable.

EDIT:

I want to mention that after about 30 more hours I've made some pretty cool friends just through Nether.. Superb like
everything else with this game.
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from wkwk land. A lot better than Razzart's Love Ribbon! This one has a more interesting story along with more beliveable
characters and more choices.. Did you like the free orginal? Then you'll like this because this is pretty much exactly the same
thing! If that doesn't bother you, then this is pretty good for a few dollars. You probably won't be blown away though.. best
game ever way better then csgo. pretty much dota 2 but with more characters 9\\11. Recommend for a pass time. This was
absolute refuse. It is not worth the space the name takes in the library. Do yourself a favour and play something else.. I'd play
the hell out of this game, if the servers weren't so damn broken. Can barely join or have any of my friends join my online
matches.. I've not played this game for very long but it has been extremely fun and challenging playing through levels from
random people and even some levels from a friend.

The game is really responsive and runs well most of the time. Depending on whats in the level; One of my friend's levels has a
bunch of rotating spike wheels and it makes my computer stutter a bit. Other then that though i haven't had any other problems.

I look forward to playing more levels from other people when the game full releases!. I am disappointed! I bought the endless
tower expansion with the game, but I can't figure out how to get into it!

Thanks.

Rob

Edit . . . Got further into the game and got to the endless tower. It seems to scale with character level, which is disappointing.
So, floor 1 has higher level enemies the higher level you are. Also, no saves in tower means that I have to keep going 5 levels at
a time. The last time I was in the tower I couldn't rest without constantly getting random encounters! One of my characters
died.. It's one of the best game's on steam and the graphichs are so cool
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